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We use the Nernst effect to delineate the boundary of the pseudogap phase in the temperature-
doping phase diagram of hole-doped cuprate superconductors. New data for the Nernst coefficient
ν(T ) of YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO), La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4 (Eu-LSCO) and La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 (Nd-
LSCO) are presented and compared with previously published data on YBCO, Eu-LSCO, Nd-
LSCO, and La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO). The temperature Tν at which ν /T deviates from its high-
temperature linear behaviour is found to coincide with the temperature at which the resistivity ρ(T )
deviates from its linear-T dependence, which we take as the definition of the pseudogap temperature
T ? – in agreement with the temperature at which the antinodal spectral gap detected in angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) opens. We track T ? as a function of doping and
find that it decreases linearly vs p in all four materials, having the same value in the three LSCO-
based cuprates, irrespective of their different crystal structures. At low p, T ? is higher than the
onset temperature of the various orders observed in underdoped cuprates, suggesting that these
orders are secondary instabilities of the pseudogap phase. A linear extrapolation of T ?(p) to p= 0
yields T ?(p→ 0)'TN(0), the Ne´el temperature for the onset of antiferromagnetic order at p= 0,
suggesting that there is a link between pseudogap and antiferromagnetism. With increasing p, T ?(p)
extrapolates linearly to zero at p' pc2, the critical doping below which superconductivity emerges at
high doping, suggesting that the conditions which favour pseudogap formation also favour pairing.
We also use the Nernst effect to investigate how far superconducting fluctuations extend above the
critical temperature Tc, as a function of doping, and find that a narrow fluctuation regime tracks Tc,
and not T ?. This confirms that the pseudogap phase is not a form of precursor superconductivity,
and fluctuations in the phase of the superconducting order parameter are not what causes Tc to fall
on the underdoped side of the Tc dome.
PACS numbers: 72.15.Jf, 74.72.Kf, 74.25.fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the mechanisms responsible for super-
conductivity in cuprates requires that we elucidate the
nature of the enigmatic pseudogap phase that coexists
with the superconducting phase in their temperature-
doping phase diagram. The pseudogap is a partial gap in
the spectral function that opens at the Fermi energy in
k-space locations (±pi, 0) and (0,±pi), the so-called anti-
nodal regions of the first Brillouin zone, as measured by
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [1].
It is essential to know the boundary of the pseudogap
phase, i.e. the location of the pseudogap temperature T ?
as a function of doping p and of the critical doping p?
where the pseudogap phase ends at T = 0.
Nd-LSCO is the only cuprate material for which this
information is complete. Here, the critical point has been
located at p? = 0.23± 0.01, from in-plane resistivity [2,3],
out-of-plane resistivity [4] and Hall effect [3]. This lo-
cation is consistent with ARPES measurements at low
temperature that find a large pseudogap at p= 0.20 but
none at p= 0.24 [5]. Moreover, in Nd-LSCO the tempera-
ture Tρ below which the resistivity ρ(T ) deviates from its
linear-T dependence at high T [2,3] agrees with the onset
temperature for the opening of the pseudogap measured
by ARPES [5]. This shows that resistivity measurements
can be used to track T ? =Tρ vs p in Nd-LSCO.
In only two other cuprates is the location of p? well es-
tablished. In YBCO, recent high-field Hall measurements
in the T = 0 limit find p? = 0.195± 0.005 [6], in agreement
with earlier analyses that yield p? = 0.19± 0.01 [7]. How-
ever, there are no ARPES measurements of T ? in YBCO,
so one typically relies on Tρ determined from resistivity
without spectroscopic confirmation, and there is some de-
bate as to where Tρ crosses the superconducting tempera-
ture Tc [8]. In LSCO, high-field resistivity measurements
in the T = 0 limit [9–11] yield p? = 0.18± 0.01 [11]. How-
ever, there is no consensus on the location of the T ?(p)
line in the phase diagram of LSCO [12,13].
In Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ (Bi-2201) [14] and
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2Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi-2212) [15], ARPES measure-
ments have delineated the T ?(p) line quite well, and
it is found to agree with Tρ from resistivity. However,
there is no agreement on the location of p?. In Bi-2201,
STM measurements suggest that p?>pc2, the critical
doping below which superconductivity emerges at
high doping [16], while NMR measurements show that
p?<pc [17]. In Bi-2212, STM measurements find that
p? = 0.19 (in the superconducting state) [18], while
Raman measurements find p? = 0.22 (in the normal
state) [19].
In this Article, we show that the Nernst effect can be
used to detect T ?, not only in YBCO and HgBa2CuO4+δ
(Hg-1201), as shown previously [20,21], but also in the
LSCO-based cuprates (Fig. 7). We present new data
on YBCO, Nd-LSCO and Eu-LSCO, and combine these
with published data on LSCO, Nd-LSCO and Eu-LSCO
to determine the pseudogap boundary in all four mate-
rials. We find that the three LSCO-based cuprates have
the same T ?(p) line up to p' 0.17, irrespective of their
different crystal structures. This suggests that the in-
teractions responsible for the pseudogap have the same
strength. From the fact that p? is quite different in LSCO
and Nd-LSCO (0.18 vs 0.23), we infer that additional
mechanisms must dictate the location of the T = 0 crit-
ical point. T ? lies on a line that connects TN at p= 0,
the Ne´el temperature for antiferromagnetic order at zero
doping, to pc2. In YBCO, we again find that T
? lies on a
line connecting TN and pc2, even if TN is now a factor 1.5
larger. In other words, T ? in YBCO is 1.5 times larger
than in LSCO. This suggests a link between antiferro-
magnetism, pseudogap and superconductivity.
The Article is organized as follows. In sec. II, we give
a brief introduction to the Nernst effect. In sec. III, we
provide information on the experimental measurement of
the Nernst effect. In sec. IV, we establish the T ?(p) line
for YBCO. In sec. V, we establish the T ?(p) line for
LSCO, Nd-LSCO and Eu-LSCO. We show in detail how
T ? is independent of crystal structure. In the discus-
sion (sec. VI), we compare YBCO and LSCO, and draw
general observations about the pseudogap phase. We
also plot the onset temperatures of various orders on the
phase diagrams of YBCO and LSCO and discuss the im-
plications. In the Appendix (sec. IX), we show how su-
perconducting fluctuations in YBCO, LSCO, Hg-1201,
Bi-2212 and Bi-2201 are limited to a region close to Tc,
well below T ?(p), and explain why previous interpreta-
tions suggested a much wider regime of fluctuations.
II. THE NERNST EFFECT
The Nernst effect is the development of a transverse
electric field Ey across the width (y axis) of a metallic
sample when a temperature gradient ∂T / ∂x is applied
along its length (x axis) in the presence of a perpendicular
magnetic field H (along the z axis). Two mechanisms can
give rise to a Nernst signal N ≡Ey / (− ∂T / ∂x) [22–24]:
superconducting fluctuations [25–27], which give a pos-
itive signal, and charge carriers (quasiparticles), which
can give a signal of either sign. The focus of this Article
is on the quasiparticle contribution to the Nernst effect
in cuprates.
In the Appendix, we discuss the contribution of super-
conducting fluctuations to the Nernst signal in cuprates
and explain how the traditional assumption that it is the
only significant contribution is mistaken. We discrimi-
nate between the superconducting signal and the quasi-
particle signal by using the fact that only the former is
suppressed by a magnetic field. We show that the regime
of significant superconducting fluctuations is a relatively
narrow band that tracks Tc, completely distinct from T
?.
This confirms that the pseudogap phase is not caused by
fluctuations in the phase and / or the amplitude of the
superconducting order parameter.
The Nernst signal is related to the conductivity σ↔ and
thermoelectric α↔ tensors via
N =
αxyσxx − αxxσxy
σ2xx + σ
2
xy
' αxy
σxx
− S σxy
σxx
, (1)
where S≡αxx /σxx is the Seebeck coefficient. In-plane
isotropy is assumed (σxx =σyy) and the approximate ex-
pression on the right holds for σ2xxσ2xy.
The sign of N will thus depend on the relative
magnitude of αxyσxx and αxxσxy. In a single-band
metal with an energy-independent Hall angle θH, where
tan θH≡σxy /σxx, the two terms are equal and thus
N = 0 [22–24]. This is the so-called Sondheimer cancella-
tion. An energy dependence of θH will offset this equal-
ity in a direction that is difficult to predict, resulting
in a finite N whose sign can be either positive or nega-
tive [22–24]. In general, the sign of N in metals is not
understood. Even in single-band metals like overdoped
cuprates, it is unclear why N > 0 in the electron-doped
material Pr2−xCexCuO4 (PCCO) [28] and N < 0 in the
hole-doped material Nd-LSCO [29], since both have a
positive Hall coefficient.
At low temperature, the magnitude of the quasiparticle
Nernst signal is given approximately by [22–24]:
|ν|
T
≈ pi
2
3
k2B
e
µ
F
, (2)
where ν≡N /H is the Nernst coefficient, H is the mag-
netic field, T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, e is the electron charge, µ is the carrier mobil-
ity, and F is the Fermi energy. Eq. 2 works remarkably
well as a universal expression for the Nernst coefficient
of metals at T → 0, accurate within a factor two or so in
a wide range of materials [22]. It explains why a phase
transition that reconstructs a large Fermi surface into
small pockets (with small F) can cause a major enhance-
ment of ν. The heavy-fermion metal URu2Si2 provides
a good example of this. As the temperature drops be-
low its transition to a metallic state with reconstructed
Fermi surface at 17 K, the carrier density n (or F) falls
3and the mobility rises, both by roughly a factor 10, and
ν /T increases by a factor 100 or so [30]. Note that the
electrical resistivity ρ(T ) is affected only weakly by these
dramatic changes [31], since mobility and carrier density
are modified in ways that compensate in the conductivity
σ= 1 / ρ=neµ. This is why the Nernst effect can be a
more sensitive probe of electronic transformations, such
as density-wave transitions, than the resistivity. Here we
use it to study the pseudogap phase of cuprate supercon-
ductors.
III. METHODS
The YBCO samples measured here (p= 0.078 and
p= 0.085) were single crystals prepared at the University
of British Columbia by flux growth [32]. The detwinned
samples are uncut, unpolished thin platelets, with gold
evaporated contacts (of resistance< 1 Ω), in a six-contact
geometry. Typical sample dimensions are 20-50 × 500-
800× 500-1000 µm3 (thickness× width× length). Their
hole concentration (doping) p was determined from a re-
lationship between the c-axis lattice constant and the su-
perconducting transition temperature Tc [33], defined as
the temperature below which the zero-field resistance is
zero.
The Nd-LSCO samples (x= 0.20 and 0.21) and the Eu-
LSCO samples (x= 0.08, 0.10 and 0.21) measured here
were grown using a travelling float-zone technique in an
image furnace at the University of Texas and the Univer-
sity of Tokyo, respectively. ab-plane single crystals were
cut from boules into small rectangular platelets with typ-
ical dimensions of 1 mm in length and 0.5 mm in width (in
the basal plane of the tetragonal structure), with a thick-
ness of 0.2 mm along the c axis. Orientation was checked
via Laue diffraction. The doping p is taken to equal the
Sr content x, to within ± 0.005. The Tc of our samples
was determined via resistivity measurements as the tem-
perature where ρ(T ) goes to zero. Electrical contacts on
the Nd/Eu-LSCO samples were made to the crystal sur-
face using Epo-Tek H20E silver epoxy, cured at 180◦C
for 5 min and then annealed at 500◦C in flowing oxygen
for 1 hr. This resulted in contact resistances of less than
1 Ω at room temperature. The longitudinal contacts were
wrapped around all four sides of the sample. The cur-
rent contacts covered the end faces. Nernst (transverse)
contacts were placed opposite each other in the middle of
the sample, extending along the length of the c axis, on
the sides. The uncertainty in the length L of the sample
(between longitudinal contacts) reflects the width of the
voltage / temperature contacts along the x axis.
Fig. 1 summarizes how the Nernst signal is measured.
The Nernst signal was measured by applying a steady
heat current through the sample (along the x axis). The
longitudinal thermal gradient was measured using two
uncalibrated Cernox chip thermometers (Lakeshore), ref-
erenced to a further calibrated Cernox. Alternatively
on some samples, the longitudinal thermal gradient was
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of how the Nernst effect is mea-
sured on a sample in the shape of a thin platelet. A longitu-
dinal temperature gradient along x is generated by applying
heat to one end of the sample, while the other end is kept
cold. A given heat current (Q˙) produces a temperature dif-
ference (∆Tx = T
+ − T−) that can be measured either with
resistance thermometers or thermocouples. When a magnetic
field (H) is applied along z, a transverse (Nernst) voltage
(∆Vy) is generated. The Nernst signal N is the ratio of ∆Vy
over ∆Tx (Eq. 3).
measured using one differential and one absolute type-
E thermocouple made of chromel and constantan wires
known to have a weak magnetic field dependence. The
temperature of the experiment was stabilized at each
point to within ± 10 mK. The temperature and voltage
were measured with and without applied thermal gradi-
ent (∆T ) for calibration. The magnetic field H, applied
along the c axis (H ‖ c), was then swept with the heat on,
from −Hmax to +Hmax (where Hmax = 10, 15 or 16 T de-
pending on sample), at 0.4 T / min, continuously taking
data. The thermal gradient was monitored continuously
and remained constant during the course of a sweep. The
Nernst signal N was extracted from that part of the mea-
sured voltage which is anti-symmetric with respect to the
magnetic field:
N =
Ey
∂T/∂x
=
(
∆Vy(+H)
∆Tx
− ∆Vy(−H)
∆Tx
)
L
2w
, (3)
where ∆V is the difference in the voltage measured with
and without thermal gradient. L is the length (between
contacts along the x axis) and w the width (along the
y axis) of the sample. This anti-symmetrization proce-
dure removes any longitudinal thermoelectric contribu-
tion from the sample and a constant background from
the measurement circuit. The uncertainty on N comes
mostly from the uncertainty in measuring L and w, giv-
ing a typical error bar of ± 10% on N .
IV. YBCO
Nernst data taken on untwinned single crystals of
YBCO have been reported for a range of dopings, from
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of YBCO at a
hole doping of p= 0.12, plotted as ν /T versus temperature T
for different magnetic fields (H = 1 T to 15 T), as indicated.
The thermal gradient is applied in the b direction of the
orthorhombic crystal structure. Data are reproduced from
Ref. [20]. (a) The vertical line marks the superconducting
transition temperature at H = 0, Tc = 66.0 K. (b) Zoom near
Tc, to show how Tmin is defined: it is the temperature at
which the Nernst signal at H = 1 T goes through a minimum,
at the foot of the large positive peak due to superconductiv-
ity. (c) Zoom at high temperature, where only quasiparticles
contribute to the Nernst signal. Tν (arrow) is defined as the
temperature below which ν(T ) /T starts to deviate down-
wards from its high-temperature linear behaviour.
p= 0.11 to p= 0.18 [20]. A typical set of Nernst data
is reproduced in Fig. 2 as ν /T vs T , for a sample with
p= 0.12. Two separate contributions are clearly seen:
1) a positive and magnetic-field-dependent signal which
rises below a temperature Tmin close to Tc; 2) a field-
independent signal which goes from small and positive
at high temperature to large and negative at lower tem-
perature, as it drops below a temperature Tν . The first
is due to superconducting fluctuations, the second is due
to quasiparticles. In Fig. 3, the two onset temperatures
Tmin and Tν are plotted on a phase diagram. The 10 data
points for Tν (red squares) at p> 0.1 are reproduced from
Ref. [20]; they include data taken with ∆T || a and ∆T || b
– both yield the same Tν [20]. In Fig. 4, we report new
data for dopings p= 0.078 and p= 0.085 which allow us
to extend Tν to low doping.
In YBCO, a standard criterion for the pseudogap tem-
perature T ? is the temperature Tρ below which the a-axis
resistivity ρ(T ) deviates from its linear temperature de-
pendence at high temperature [35]. An example is shown
in Fig. 5(a), where we extract Tρ = 200± 10 K from pub-
lished data at p= 0.13 [12]. Values for Tρ at different
dopings are plotted on the phase diagram of Fig. 3, where
we see that Tν =Tρ, within error bars.
As a probe of the pseudogap phase in YBCO, the
Nernst effect has an advantage over the resistivity. Pseu-
Tc
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T
T
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p
0
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YBCO
ν
ρ
Bi-2212
FIG. 3. (Color online) Temperature-doping phase diagram
of YBCO, showing three characteristic temperatures. The
transition temperature Tc (open black circles [33]) marks the
onset of superconductivity in zero magnetic field, below which
the electrical resistivity is zero. The solid black line is a
guide to the eye through the Tc data points. The dotted
black line is a smooth extension of this line assuming that
the superconducting phase ends at a critical doping pc = 0.27.
Blue diamonds mark Tmin (defined in Fig. 2(b)), the tem-
perature below which superconducting fluctuations become
significant (from a-axis data in Ref. [20]). The open diamond
shows Tmin for a previously measured sample with p= 0.1 [34].
The solid blue line is a guide to the eye. Red circles mark
Tρ, the temperature below which the resistivity ρ(T ) devi-
ates from its high-temperature linear dependence (from data
in Ref. [12]), a standard definition of the pseudogap tem-
perature T ? in YBCO [35] (see Fig. 5(a)). The open red
circle shows Tρ for a sample with p= 0.18 in which a high
level of disorder scattering was introduced by electron irradi-
ation [36]. In this case, Tρ marks the onset of an upturn in
ρ(T ) (see text). Red squares mark Tν (defined in Fig. 2(c)),
the temperature below which the quasiparticle Nernst signal
departs from its high-temperature behaviour (from present
work and Ref. [20]). One can see that within error bars,
Tν 'Tρ, both measures of T ?. The red dashed line is a lin-
ear fit through the T ? data points. Beyond p= 0.18, it is a
guide to the eye extending smoothly to reach p= p? at T = 0
(red diamond). p? is the critical doping where the pseudo-
gap phase ends at T = 0 in the absence of superconductivity.
In YBCO, p? = 0.195± 0.005 [6]. The grey band marks the
range of T ? values measured in Bi-2212 from spectroscopic
probes (ARPES, STS and SIS) [15], detected up to p' 0.22.
dogap and superconductivity have opposite effects on
ν(T ): the former causes it to fall to negative values upon
cooling, the latter causes it to rise, while for resistivity,
both phenomena yield a downturn in ρ(T ) (see Fig. 5(a),
Fig. 6, and paragraph below). This makes the separation
of the two contributions in the Nernst effect unambigu-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) High-temperature Nernst coefficient
ν of YBCO at dopings p= 0.078 (green) and p= 0.085 (red),
plotted as ν /T versus T . The thermal gradient was applied
in the a direction. The color-coded arrows mark Tν , the tem-
perature below which ν(T ) /T starts to deviate downwards
from its small, roughly constant value at high temperature:
Tν = 280± 20 K and 260± 20 K for p= 0.078 and 0.085, re-
spectively. Error bars on Tν represent the uncertainty in
identifying the start of the downturn.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Resistivity ρ(T ) as a function
of temperature for four cuprate materials: (a) YBCO at
p= 0.13 [12]; (b) Bi-2201, underdoped with Tc = 27 K [14];
(c) LSCO at p= 0.143 (red; [11]); and p= 0.18 (blue; [10]) (d)
Nd-LSCO at p= 0.20 (red) and p= 0.24 (blue) [2]. The black
line is a linear fit of the high-temperature region and a zoom
enables the extraction of Tρ (arrow), the temperature below
which ρ(T ) deviates from this linear dependence – a standard
criterion for the pseudogap temperature T ?. For LSCO (c)
and Nd-LSCO (d), the comparison between two dopings on
either side of the pseudogap critical point p? reveals the effect
on ρ(T ) of the drop in carrier density (from n= 1 + p to n= p)
caused by the pseudogap present at p<p? [3,11].
T 
( K
 )
Oxygen content x
Hole doping p
YBCO
Tmin
Tν
FIG. 6. (Color online) Resistivity curvature map from Ando
et al. [12] showing the second temperature derivative of their
resistivity data on YBCO, plotted as a function of tempera-
ture (vertical axis) and oxygen doping x (bottom horizontal
axis). The green dots mark Tc. The top axis shows the ap-
proximate hole doping p, estimated from the Tc values [33].
White regions correspond to linear, blue ones to sub-linear
(downward; d2ρ/dT 2< 0) and red ones to super-linear (up-
ward; d2ρ/dT 2> 0) behavior of resistivity with temperature.
The boundary of the pseudogap region (T ?) is the lower limit
of the white region in the upper right corner. Tν , Tmin and Tc
from present work and data of Ref. [20] are added respectively
as open squares, triangles and circles. Tν points agree reason-
ably well with the resistivity criterion (as in Fig. 3). The
narrow blue region that tracks Tc represents the paraconduc-
tivity regime where resistivity drops due to superconducting
fluctuations just above Tc. Tmin (triangles), our criterion for
the onset of significant superconducting fluctuations in the
Nernst effect, is seen to agree with the onset of paraconduc-
tivity, clearly observable at x < 6.8 (or p < 0.13).
ous, and allows us to track their respective onset temper-
atures.
In Fig. 6, we plot Tν and Tmin on the “curvature map”
produced by Ando and Segawa [12] from the second tem-
perature derivative of their ρ(T ) data. As already seen in
Fig. 3, the lower bound of the linear-T region (white re-
gion in the upper right corner of Fig. 6) coincides with Tν
and defines the boundary of the pseudogap phase. Below
T ?, the initial drop in ρ(T ) shows up as a blue band, fol-
lowed by an upturn (in red) (for p< 0.13, in Fig. 6). Su-
perconducting fluctuations above Tc also cause a down-
turn in ρ(T ) (called “paraconductivity”), producing an-
other blue band, which simply tracks Tc. For p< 0.13, the
onset of paraconductivity coincides reasonably well with
Tmin. Therefore Tmin is the temperature below which
superconducting fluctuations (above Tc) start to show
up significantly in the Nernst signal. For p> 0.13, the
two blue bands merge and become indistinguishable -
the pseudogap downturn flows smoothly into the para-
conductivity downturn (see Fig. 6). This makes it diffi-
cult to reliably track T ? above p= 0.13, and to say from
6the resistivity whether there is still a pseudogap phase
(with T ?>Tc) beyond optimal doping. From the Nernst
data, however, the answer is clearly yes, with T ?' 140 K
and Tc = 90 K at p= 0.18.
While in YBCO the signature of T ? is a downturn in
both ρ(T ) and ν /T , we shall see below that the corre-
sponding signature in LSCO is an upturn in those two
quantities (see Fig. 7). We attribute this difference to
a difference in the relative importance of two effects of
the pseudogap: the loss of carrier density and the loss
of inelastic scattering. At T = 0, there is no inelastic
scattering and so only the first effect is relevant. It has
recently become clear that in the normal state at T = 0
the opening of the pseudogap at p= p? causes a rapid
drop in the carrier density n from n= 1 + p (at p>p?)
to n= p (at p<p?) [3,6,11]. The consequence is that ρ
at T → 0 is larger than it would be without the pseudo-
gap by a factor ∼ (1 + p) / p [3,11]. This drop in carrier
density is what causes the upturn in ρ(T ) seen at T → 0
in LSCO (Fig. 5(c)) [9,11], Bi-2201 [37], and Nd-LSCO
(Fig. 5(d)) [2,3], when superconductivity is suppressed
by a large magnetic field. In Bi-2201, in addition to a
pronounced upturn as T → 0 [37], ρ(T ) also exhibits a
(slight) downturn below T ? (Fig. 5(b)) [12,14] showing
that the two effects of the pseudogap – loss of inelastic
scattering and loss of carrier density – do co-exist.
In order to see an upturn in ρ(T ) starting right at T ?,
the loss of inelastic scattering (causing a downturn) must
be a small effect compared to the loss of carriers (caus-
ing an upturn). This is the case in sufficiently disor-
dered samples. A nice demonstration of this can be seen
in YBCO at p= 0.18. In clean samples, Tν = 140± 10 K
from the Nernst coefficient (Fig. 3), but little is seen in
ρ(T ) across T ?. However, in a disordered sample at the
same doping, a clear upturn is observed in ρ(T ), begin-
ning at Tρ = 130± 10 K (open circle in Fig. 3) [36]. This
upturn is definitely due to the pseudogap since no up-
turn is observed in ρ(T ) when p>p?, even for disorder
levels large enough to entirely suppress superconductiv-
ity [38]. Calculations without vertex corrections, perhaps
appropriate when disorder scattering dominates, do get
an upturn in the resistivity [39].
In summary, the Nernst effect is a sensitive probe of the
pseudogap phase because a key property of that phase is
a loss of carrier density n [6], and ν /T ∼ 1 /n. Because
the pseudogap also causes a drop in inelastic scattering,
the two effects reinforce each other in the Nernst signal,
since ν /T ∼ 1 / Γ, while they oppose each other in the
resistivity, since ρ∼Γ /n. The Nernst effect is also an
unambiguous probe of T ? in YBCO, because here the
quasiparticle and superconducting contributions to the
Nernst signal have opposite sign (Fig. 7). (Note that an
early proposal for the negative Nernst signal in YBCO as
being due to the CuO chains in that material [40] turns
out to be incorrect, as the very same negative signal is
observed in the tetragonal material Hg1201 [21], which is
free of such chains.)
The resulting phase diagram of YBCO is shown in
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Cartoon illustrating the behaviour of
the Nernst coefficient ν in cuprate superconductors, plotted
as ν /T vs T . The quasiparticle signal (QP, red) goes from
small at high T to large at low T , with a change of sign. It is
independent of magnetic field. The change occurs upon en-
tering the pseudogap phase, by crossing below a temperature
Tν =T
? (arrow). In YBCO (and Hg-1201), ν is positive at
high T (left panel), while in LSCO (and Nd/Eu-LSCO), ν is
negative at high T . The superconducting signal (SC, blue)
develops below a temperature TB (arrow) slightly above the
zero-field Tc (vertical dotted line). It is always positive and
it is suppressed by a magnetic field.
Fig. 3, where the boundary of the pseudogap phase is
clearly delineated (dashed red line). It decreases linearly
with doping up to p' 0.18 and then drops rapidly to
reach its critical point at p? = 0.195 (red diamond). The
aprupt drop of T ? at p? could reflect a first-order tran-
sition, as found in some calculations [41]. It is instruc-
tive to compare Tν =Tρ in YBCO with the pseudogap
temperature T ? measured by spectroscopic means in Bi-
2212. In Fig. 3, we plot as a grey band the value of T ?
vs p measured in Bi-2212 by ARPES, SIS tunneling, STS
and NMR [15]. We see that the T ? line is essentially the
same in YBCO and Bi-2212, two bilayer cuprates with
similar Tc domes. The only difference is in the value of p
?
in the normal state, namely p? = 0.195± 0.005 in YBCO
and p? = 0.22± 0.1 in Bi-2212.
V. LSCO, Nd-LSCO & Eu-LSCO
We now turn to a different family of cuprates, based on
La2CuO4. Three materials will be discussed: LSCO, Nd-
LSCO and Eu-LSCO. In all three materials, the quasipar-
ticle Nernst signal in the pseudogap phase at low tem-
perature is positive, therefore of the same sign as the
superconducting signal.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, this makes it more difficult
than in YBCO to separate the two contributions, and
this difficulty is what led to early misinterpretations of
the positive Nernst signal detected in LSCO up to 150
K as being due to vortex-like excitations in underdoped
samples with Tc' 0 [42]. We discuss this issue in more
detail in the Appendix.
Nernst data taken on single crystals have been reported
for Nd-LSCO at p= 0.20 and 0.24 and for Eu-LSCO at
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Eu-LSCO
at dopings p= 0.08 (a), 0.10 (b) and 0.125 (c) versus T , at
H = 2 T (open red circles) and 10 T (filled green circles). The
data at p = 0.125 are taken from Ref. [29]. A two-peak struc-
ture is seen clearly at p = 0.125. At the other two dop-
ings, it shows up as a breaking point in the slope of the data,
at T ' 35 K. This two-peak structure reveals the two distinct
contributions to the Nernst effect: one from superconducting
fluctuations, seen as a narrow positive peak at low temper-
ature (grey shading in bottom panel), and the other from
quasiparticles, seen as a broad positive peak at higher tem-
perature. The dashed line is a guide to the eye for delimiting
the quasiparticle peak. In panel (c), we also plot LSCO data
at p = 0.12 and H = 1 T (blue; from Ref. [26]), for compari-
son. In LSCO, we see that the two separate contributions flow
smoothly one into the other. The red arrow marks TB, the
temperature above which the field dependence of ν becomes
negligible, the signature of a negligible superconducting sig-
nal.
p= 0.125 and 0.16 [29]. The new data reported here were
taken on Eu-LSCO at p= 0.08, 0.10 and 0.21, and on Nd-
LSCO at p= 0.20 and 0.21. We start by reviewing pub-
lished data on Eu-LSCO at p= 0.125 (from Ref. [29]),
displayed in Fig. 8(c), as their double-peak structure re-
veals most clearly the presence of two separate contri-
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO (red
circles) and LSCO (black squares) at p= 0.15, as a function
of temperature (data from Ref. [43], at H = 9 T). Down to
50 K or so, the two data sets are virtually identical (see also
Fig. 13). Note the small anomaly in the Nd-LSCO data at
T ' 70 K, due to the LTT transition, a structural transition
not present in LSCO. Below 50 K, the superconducting signal
in LSCO starts to deviate upwards. The difference between
the two curves (cross-hatched region) is attributable to their
different Tc values (37 K and 12 K); it is the superconducting
contribution to the Nernst signal in LSCO.
butions to the Nernst signal ν(T ): 1) a narrow positive
peak at low temperature (shaded in grey), attributed to
superconducting fluctuations because of its strong field
dependence; 2) a broad positive peak at higher temper-
ature, attributed to quasiparticles because it is indepen-
dent of field. By applying a magnetic field of 28 T, the
superconducting peak is entirely suppressed and only the
quasiparticle peak remains (dashed line) [27].
A double-peak structure is also observed in Nd-LSCO
at p= 0.15 [43] (see Fig. 9) and in the electron-doped
cuprate PCCO at x= 0.13 [28]. In all cases, the two
peaks in ν(T ) can be resolved because Tc is sufficiently
low, roughly 10 K. By contrast, in LSCO at p= 0.12
(p= 0.15), where Tc' 30 K (37 K), the superconducting
peak in ν is moved up in temperature so that it lies on top
of the quasiparticle peak (Figs. 8(c) and 9). This unfor-
tunate overlap is what led to the initial misinterpretation
of the LSCO data by the Princeton group [42,44].
Even when two peaks cannot be resolved, one can still
identify a temperature TB above which the Nernst coeffi-
cient is independent of magnetic field, a good indication
that the superconducting Nernst signal is negligible. In
Fig. 8, we see that the Nernst signal at 2 T splits off from
the 10 T data below TB' 30 - 40 K, for all three dopings.
Above TB, the Nernst signal is therefore all due to quasi-
particles, to a good approximation, and this is the signal
we will use to pin down the onset temperature T ? of the
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Temperature-doping phase diagram of
LSCO (black), Nd-LSCO (red) and Eu-LSCO (green), show-
ing the pseudogap temperature T ? (blue line) and the super-
conducting transition temperature Tc (of LSCO; grey line).
Tν (filled squares, from this work and Refs. [26,29,42,43,44])
is the temperature below which the quasiparticle Nernst sig-
nal starts to increase toward large positive values (Fig. 15).
Tρ (filled circles, from Refs. [2,3,45]) is the temperature below
which the resistivity ρ(T ) deviates from linearity (Fig. 5). The
open triangles show T ? detected by ARPES as the tempera-
ture below which the anti-nodal pseudogap opens, in LSCO
(black) [46] and Nd-LSCO (red) [5]. We see that Tν 'Tρ'T ?,
within error bars. Note how the pseudogap phase comes
abruptly to an end, at a critical doping p? = 0.18± 0.01 for
LSCO (black diamond) [10,11], and at a much higher dop-
ing, p? = 0.23± 0.01, for Nd-LSCO (red diamond) [2,3]. The
dashed blue line is a linear extension of the solid blue line.
pseudogap phase in the three LSCO-based cuprates.
It is convenient to begin with Nd-LSCO, whose
temperature-doping phase diagram is shown in Fig. 10
(red symbols), because its properties in the vicinity of the
critical doping p? below which the pseudogap phase ap-
pears at T = 0 (red diamond) have been thoroughly char-
acterized. In particular, ARPES measurements establish
that the anti-nodal pseudogap in Nd-LSCO opens below
a temperature T ? = 75± 5 K at p= 0.20 (white triangle,
Fig. 10), and that there is no pseudogap at p= 0.24 [5].
The onset of the pseudogap phase has a dramatic im-
pact on the electrical resistivity of Nd-LSCO [2], as seen
in Fig. 5(d). At p= 0.24, where there is no pseudogap,
the normal-state ρ(T ) (measured in high fields) is linear
from T ' 80 K down to T ' 0 [2,3]. At p= 0.20, ρ(T ) un-
dergoes a huge upturn as T → 0, increasing its value by
a factor ∼ 6 relative to the value ρ0 it would have in the
absence of a pseudogap [2,3]. We define Tρ as the tem-
perature where the upturn starts, relative to the linear-T
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO at
p= 0.20 (left axis, red dots, H = 16 T; this work) and p= 0.24
(right axis, blue dots, H = 10 T [29]), plotted as ν /T vs T .
The red and blue vertical dashed lines mark Tc(H = 0 T) at
p= 0.20 (20 K) and 0.24 (17 K), respectively. The black ver-
tical dashed line marks the transition to the low-temperature
tetragonal (LTT) structure, at TLTT = 82 K for p= 0.20; the
transition only causes a small kink in the (red) data (see also
Fig. 9). The solid color-coded lines are linear fits to the data
above 82 K, extended down to T = 0. This comparison shows
the effect of the pseudogap on the Nernst coefficient: a large
upturn below Tν =T
? (red arrow)) at p= 0.20 < p?, in con-
trast with the continuous linear decrease at p= 0.24 > p?.
dependence observed at higher temperature [2,3]. Us-
ing this definition, resistivity data yield the six red cir-
cles in Fig. 10 [2,3]. At p= 0.20, Tρ = 70± 10 K, so that
Tρ = T
?, within error bars, thereby confirming the in-
terpretation of the low-T upturn in ρ(T ) as being due to
the pseudogap.
Using measurements of both the in-plane and out-of-
plane (c-axis) resistivities, the upturn in ρ(T ) was tracked
vs doping to pinpoint the precise location of the critical
point [3,4] at p?' 0.23± 0.01 (red diamond in Fig. 10).
This type of upturn was first detected in LSCO twenty
years ago, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c) [9]. Its origin was
only recently shown to be a drop in the carrier density
from n= 1 + p above T ? to n= p at T = 0, combined
with a negligible change in carrier mobility µ [11]. In
Nd-LSCO, this interpretation is confirmed by Hall effect
measurements that indeed find a drop in the T = 0 Hall
number from nH = 1 + p above p
? to nH = p below p
? [2,3],
precisely as observed in YBCO [6].
The large and abrupt drop in n below p? should cause
ν /T to increase, just as ρ and RH do, since all three
quantities go as 1 /n (at T = 0). This is indeed the
case. (A large enhancement of ν, from small and neg-
ative to large and positive, is also found in calculations
of Fermi-surface reconstruction by commensurate [47]
and incommensurate [48] antiferrromagnetic order.) In
Fig. 11, we show Nernst data for Nd-LSCO at p= 0.20
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO (red
circles; left axis; H = 16 T) and Eu-LSCO (green squares;
right axis; H = 10 T), both at p= 0.21, plotted as ν /T ver-
sus T . Above 40 K, ν is independent of magnetic field. Ver-
tical dotted lines mark the structural transitions to the LTT
structure at low T . The black dashed line is a linear fit to
the Nd-LSCO data above 85 K, extended down to T = 0. Eu-
LSCO data also show linearity in the same temperature range.
Data deviate upwards from the linear fit below a temperature
Tν = 75± 10 K for Nd-LSCO (blue arrow) and Tν = 80± 10 K
for Eu-LSCO. The very different LTT temperatures of the two
materials implies that the upturn in ν /T observed at roughly
the same temperature in both is not caused by this structural
transition, but instead by the pseudogap opening.
and p= 0.24, plotted as ν /T vs T . The data in this
figure are limited to those temperatures where no field
dependence is detected, and are therefore purely a quasi-
particle signal. The difference in behavior is striking.
At p= 0.24, ν /T decreases linearly as T → 0, down to
at least 15 K, remaining negative all the way. This
is analogous to the linear-T decrease in ρ(T ) at that
doping (Fig. 5(d)). The value ν /T extrapolates to at
T = 0, −0.42 nV / K2T, is in reasonable agreement with
expectation. Indeed, using the second term in Eq. 1,
we estimate ν /T =−µS /T at T → 0, with the mobility
µ= (ρxy /H) / ρxx, to yield ν /T =−0.6 nV / K2T, given
that S /T = +0.3µV / K2 [49] and µ= +0.002 T−1 [3]
in Nd-LSCO at p= 0.24. The fact that the measured
ν /T is slightly less negative than the calculated one
means that the first (positive) term in Eq. 1 acts to
partially reduce its magnitude. In the end, ν /T '
−( 23 )µS /T , the value given by simple formula in Eq. 2,
since S /T ≈ (pi2/2) (k2B / e) (1 / F). All this means that
in Nd-LSCO at p= 0.24, just as the small (positive) Hall
coefficient reflects the large hole-like Fermi surface, with a
Hall number equal to the carrier density (nH = 1 + p) [2],
so do the small Seebeck and Nernst coefficients.
At p= 0.20<p?, ν /T also decreases linearly down to
80 K, with a similar slope, but below 80 K, it undergoes
a dramatic rise to positive values (Fig. 11). This upturn
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO (red
circles) and LSCO (black squares) at p= 0.15, plotted as ν /T
versus T (data from Ref. [43]). Vertical dashed lines indicate
structural transition temperatures: from middle-temperature
orthorhombic (MTO) to low-temperature tetragonal (LTT)
in Nd-LSCO (70 K [52], Fig. 9), and from high-temperature
tetragonal (HTT) to low-temperature orthorhombic (LTO) in
LSCO (185 K [53]). One can see that the simultaneous rise
in ν /T below Tν = 120± 10 K (blue arrow) in the two mate-
rials cannot be caused by their structural transitions, which
take place well below and above, respectively. The grey band
marks the location of the pseudogap temperature measured
by ARPES in LSCO at p= 0.15 [46], at T ? = 130± 20 K.
in ν /T is analogous to the upturn in ρ(T ) at that dop-
ing (Fig. 5(d)). It is a second signature of the pseudogap
phase. In other words, just as the parallel drops in ρ(T )
and ν /T observed in YBCO are two signatures of T ?, so
the parallel rises in ρ(T ) and ν /T observed in Nd-LSCO
are the signature of T ? in that material – confirmed in
this case by a direct spectroscopic measurement [5]. Note
that in our previous work on the Nernst effect in Nd-
LSCO [29] we attributed the rise in the Nernst coeffi-
cient at p= 0.20 to the onset of stripe order (combined
charge-density and spin-density waves) at low tempera-
ture. (Note that no charge order has been detected at
p= 0.20, but spin order is seen by neutron diffraction be-
low 20 K [50], with a slowing down of spin fluctuations
detected by NQR below 40 K [51].) The recent ARPES
study showing a pseudogap opening at 75 K [5], precisely
where the upturn in ρ(T ) [3] and in ν/T (Fig. 11) begins,
has clarified the cause of the upturns.
Upon close inspection of the Nernst data on Nd-LSCO
p= 0.20 (Fig. 11), we see a small kink at T = 82 K, due to
the structural transition into the low-temperature tetrag-
onal (LTT) phase. To ascertain that this transition has
only a small effect on the large upturn in ν /T , we com-
pare Nernst data in the three LSCO-based cuprates, at
three different dopings. In Fig. 12, we compare our own
data at p= 0.21 on Nd-LSCO and Eu-LSCO. In our Nd-
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Eu-
LSCO (green circles; from Ref. [54]) and LSCO (black
squares; from Ref. [43]) at p= 0.125, plotted as ν /T ver-
sus T . Vertical dashed lines indicate structural transi-
tion temperatures: from middle-temperature orthorhombic
(MTO) to low-temperature tetragonal (LTT) in Eu-LSCO
(131 K [55]), and from high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) to
low-temperature orthorhombic (LTO) in LSCO (250 K [53]).
As in Figs. 12 and 13, the simultaneous rise in ν /T below
Tν = 165± 20 K for Eu-LSCO and Tν = 135± 20 K for LSCO
is unrelated to their structural transitions.
LSCO sample, there is a clear kink in ρ(T ) at TLTT = 84 K
(red dotted line). In Eu-LSCO, the LTT transition at
p= 0.21 is expected at TLTT' 140 K [55] (green dotted
line). However, it has no detectable signature in our sam-
ple; even the c-axis resistivity shows no feature whatso-
ever. Be that as it may, any structural transition in Eu-
LSCO at p= 0.21 occurs well above 80 K. Yet, in both
samples the Nernst data show very similar upturns. We
define Tν as the temperature where the upturn in ν /T
vs T begins. At p= 0.21, we find Tν = 75± 10 K in Nd-
LSCO and Tν = 80± 10 K in Eu-LSCO; those values are
added to the phase diagram (squares; Fig. 10).
In Fig. 13, we compare data at p= 0.15 on Nd-LSCO
and LSCO (from Ref. [43]). We see that the upturn
in ν /T starts at a higher temperature than it did at
p= 0.21, with Tν = 120± 10 K not only in Nd-LSCO but
also in LSCO. The two samples exhibit essentially identi-
cal behavior, even though their respective crystal struc-
tures and structural transitions are quite different: the
LTT transition in Nd-LSCO is at TLTT = 70 K [52] (red
dashed line), 50 K below Tν , while the LTO transition in
LSCO is at TLTO' 185 K [53] (black dashed line), 65 K
above Tν . This shows that the large upturns in ν /T are
not caused by structural transitions. Instead, they are
caused by the opening of the pseudogap, as confirmed
also in LSCO by ARPES measurements at p= 0.15,
which yield T ? = 130± 20 K (grey band in Fig. 13) [46].
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO
(top), LSCO (middle) and Eu-LSCO (bottom), at various
dopings as indicated, plotted as ν /T versus temperature.
Lines are linear fits of the data at high temperature. Ar-
rows mark the temperature Tν below which the data start
to deviate upward from linearity (see Figs. 11,12,13 and 14
for a zoomed view of the data from which we can more eas-
ily identify Tν). The values of Tν are (from low to high p):
Tν = 120± 10, 75± 10 and 0 K in Nd-LSCO, Tν = 200± 25,
200± 25, 135± 10, 120± 10 and 90± 10 K in LSCO, and
Tν = 190± 10, 175± 10, 165± 20, 115± 10 and 75± 10 K in
Eu-LSCO. All values of Tν are plotted on the phase diagram
of Fig. 10. Nd-LSCO with p= 0.15, LSCO with p= 0.15
and p= 0.125 were measured at 9 T (from Ref. [43]); Nd-
LSCO with p= 0.20 and Eu-LSCO with p= 0.21 at 16 T
(present work); Nd-LSCO with p= 0.24, Eu-LSCO with
p= 0.16 (from Ref. [29]), Eu-LSCO with p= 0.08 and 0.10
(present work) and Eu-LSCO with p= 0.125 (from Ref. [54])
at 10 T; LSCO with p= 0.17 at 8 T (from Ref. [42]) and LSCO
with p= 0.05, 0.07 (from Ref. [44]) at H → 0.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Resistivity curvature map from Ando
et al. [12] showing the second temperature derivative of their
resistivity data on LSCO, with Tc as solid green circles. As in
Fig. 6, regions in white correspond to linear, in blue to sub-
linear (downward; d2ρ/dT 2< 0) and in red to super-linear
(upward; d2ρ/dT 2> 0) behavior of resistivity with temper-
ature. The red ridge inside the white region is due to the
HTT-LTO structural transition in LSCO. The boundary of
the pseudogap phase (T ?) is the lower border of the white re-
gion (the dashed line is a guide to the eye). Our data points
for Tν from Fig. 10 are added, for Nd-LSCO (grey squares),
Eu-LSCO (black squares) and LSCO (open squares). The Tν
data points agree reasonably well with the start of the upturn
in the resistivity (as in Fig. 10). The narrow blue region that
tracks Tc is due to paraconductivity. The values of TB for
LSCO are added as open diamonds (from Fig. 22) . They
agree well with the onset of paraconductivity. Together they
delineate the regime of significant superconducting fluctua-
tions in LSCO, limited to 30 K above Tc.
As we did at p= 0.20, we again find that Tν =Tρ =T
? at
p= 0.15, within error bars (Fig. 10).
This conclusion is reinforced by yet another compari-
son, at p= 0.125, between Eu-LSCO (from Ref. [54]) and
LSCO (from Ref. [43]), as displayed in Fig. 14. We see
that in Eu-LSCO the upturn in ν /T now starts above
the LTT transition at TLTT = 131 K (green dotted line),
whereas it started well below it at p= 0.21 (Fig. 12). In
other words, the T ? line in Eu-LSCO goes through the
LTT transition unperturbed, as in Nd-LSCO (Fig. 10).
Similarly, the structural transition in LSCO has no effect
on ν(T ) and T ? is well below.
In Fig. 15, we collect data at several dopings for all
three materials. We see that the behavior is similar in
all three: the upturn at low T in ν /T onsets at a tem-
perature Tν (arrows) that increases monotonically with
decreasing p. In Fig. 10, all values of Tν are plotted on a
common phase diagram. The first thing to note is that
Tν(p) is the same in all three materials, within error bars,
across the whole phase diagram.
In Fig. 10, we also plot Tρ in Nd-LSCO [2,45] (red cir-
cles), the temperature below which ρ(T ) deviates from
its linear dependence at high temperature, as illustrated
in Fig. 5(d). (This is the same definition used for YBCO,
except that here the deviation is upward instead of down-
ward.) We see that Tν =Tρ, within error bars, as also
found in YBCO (Fig. 3).
In Fig. 16, the Tν values for LSCO, Nd-LSCO and Eu-
LSCO are plotted on the curvature map of Ando and
co-workers for LSCO [12]. They are seen to coincide rea-
sonably well with the upper boundary of the red region,
where the upward deviation in ρ(T ) begins. Note that
in LSCO the (white) region of linear-T behaviour is con-
taminated near its lower bound by the structural transi-
tion, seen clearly as the red ridge inside the white region.
This anomaly in ρ(T ) can be mistaken for the pseudogap
phase boundary in a resistive determination of T ?. By
contrast, a determination based on the Nernst coefficient
is clear (Fig. 13), and it shows that the T ?(p) line in
LSCO lies well below its structural transition (Fig. 16).
In Fig. 16, the region of paraconductivity, in which
superconducting fluctuations cause a decrease in ρ(T )
above Tc, shows up very clearly as a blue band track-
ing the Tc dome, of width 30 K or so. We also plot TB in
LSCO (white diamonds), the temperature above which ν
is independent of field (see Fig. 22). It agrees well with
the upper limit of paraconductivity, both saying that su-
perconducting fluctuations have a negligible impact on
either resistivity or Nernst above ∼Tc + 30 K or so. The
long-held notion that superconducting fluctuations are
detected in LSCO up to ∼Tc + 100 K is incorrect (see
Appendix for further discussion).
In order to complete our determination of the pseu-
dogap phase boundary in LSCO, we need to know the
location of p?, its end point at T = 0. High-field mea-
surements of the resistivity of LSCO reveal that ρ(T ) is
perfectly linear below 70 K or so, down to the lowest T ,
at p= 0.23, p= 0.21 and even p= 0.18 [10]. At p= 0.17
and lower dopings, however, an upward deviation from
linearity is observed at low T [9]. Just as the appear-
ance of an upturn was used to locate p? = 0.23± 0.01 in
Nd-LSCO, we find that p? = 0.18± 0.01 in LSCO (black
diamond, Fig. 10).
In summary, the onset of the pseudogap phase at T ?(p)
causes an upturn in ν /T in the three La2CuO4-based
cuprates, which coincides with the upturn in ρ(T ), it
has nothing to do with structural transitions, and it is
distinct from the upturn due to superconducting fluctua-
tions close to Tc. In the T−p phase diagram (Fig. 10), the
three materials are found to have the same T ?(p) line, de-
creasing monotonically with p. However, the pseudogap
phase ends sooner in LSCO, at p? = 0.18, than in Nd-
LSCO (or Eu-LSCO), where it extends up to p? = 0.23.
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Temperature-doping phase diagrams of YBCO (a) and Nd/Eu-LSCO (b) showing the pseudogap
temperature T ? (Tν , squares), the Ne´el temperature TN (brown line) and the superconducting transition temperature Tc
(grey line). The blue line is a linear guide to the eye showing that T ? extrapolates to TN at half filling on the underdoped
side (p= 0) while it merges with Tc on the overdoped side where superconductivity disappears. Note that the T
? line of
YBCO is proportional to but higher than that of LSCO: T ?YBCO' 1.5T ?LSCO. Roughly the same scaling applies to TN at
p= 0: TYBCON (0)' 450 K [56] and TLSCON (0)' 280 K [53]. Diamonds mark the pseudogap critical points for YBCO (red) at
p? = 0.195± 0.005 [6] , LSCO (black) at p? = 0.18± 0.01 [10,11] and Nd-LSCO (red) at p? = 0.23± 0.01 [3]. Tν are taken from
Fig. 3 for YBCO and from Fig. 10 for LSCO; TN is taken from Ref. [56] for YBCO and from Ref. [57] for LSCO.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have shown that it is possible to disentangle the
superconducting and quasiparticle contributions to the
Nernst coefficient ν(T ) in cuprates. The key difference
is that the former depends strongly on magnetic field
and not the latter. In YBCO, they are also of oppo-
site sign. We then showed that the quasiparticle Nernst
signal in Nd-LSCO and LSCO undergoes a pronounced
change when temperature is reduced below T ?, the on-
set temperature of the pseudogap phase established by
ARPES measurements. A similar, albeit smaller, change
in the resistivity ρ(T ) occurs simultaneously. The onset
of these changes, at Tν and Tρ respectively, can therefore
be used to define T ?. Using new and published Nernst
data in four cuprates – YBCO, LSCO, Nd-LSCO, and
Eu-LSCO – we identify Tν at various dopings and then
map T ? across the temperature-doping phase diagram,
in Fig. 3 for YBCO and in Fig. 10 for the other three.
We find that the latter three materials all have the same
T ?(p) line (up to p' 0.17), irrespective of their different
structural transitions.
A. Boundary of the pseudogap phase
Having delineated the boundary T ?(p) of the pseudo-
gap phase, the question arises: is it a transition or a
crossover? Detailed studies of the pseudogap opening
via ARPES show a rather sharp onset with decreasing
temperature, as in optimally-doped Bi-2201 [14] and Nd-
LSCO at p= 0.20 [5], pointing to a transition. By con-
trast, the change in ρ(T ) across T ? is always very gradual
(Fig. 5), suggestive of a crossover. The change in ν(T )
is also rather gradual when T ? is high, but it does get
sharper when T ? is lower (Fig. 15). In the normal state
at T → 0, the drop in Hall number nH across p? (in either
YBCO or Nd-LSCO) is as sharp as expected theoretically
for a quantum phase transition into a phase of long-range
antiferromagnetic order [3]. In Nd-LSCO, the upturn in
ρ(T ) appears very rapidly upon crossing below p?, going
from no upturn to full upturn over a doping interval of
relative width δp / p?' 0.06 [3].
To better compare the phase diagrams of YBCO and
LSCO, we display them side by side in Fig. 17. Some
general features are immediately apparent.
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1. Pseudogap temperature T ?
T ? decreases monotonically with p, in both cases. We
see that the pseudogap temperature is 1.5 times larger in
YBCO (and Bi-2212) than in LSCO (and Nd-LSCO and
Eu-LSCO): T ?YBCO' 1.5T ?LSCO (up to p' 0.17). This
is an important quantitative fact, which may reflect the
strength of interactions and possibly the pairing strength.
The weaker maximal Tc of LSCO (40 K) compared to
YBCO (93 K) may be related to its smaller T ?.
A linear fit to T ? vs p gives a line that connects TN(0),
the Ne´el temperature for the onset of commensurate an-
tiferromagnetic order at p= 0, to pc2, the upper end
of the superconducting dome at T = 0 (straight dashed
lines in Fig. 17). The slope of that line is 1.5 times
larger in YBCO and so is TN(0): T
YBCO
N ' 450 K [56]
and TLSCON ' 280 K [53], at p= 0.
These connections suggest a link between the pseudo-
gap phase and the antiferromagnetism of the undoped
Mott insulator. They also suggest that the same interac-
tions favour pseudogap formation and pairing.
2. Pseudogap critical doping p?
If the linear decrease of T ?(p) with doping continued
all the way, T ?(p) would go to zero at p' pc2, the crit-
ical doping where Tc goes to zero at high doping. In
Fig. 17, we see that this is not the case, and the pseu-
dogap phase instead comes to a rather abrupt end, with
T ?(p) dropping precipitously to zero at p?, well below pc2.
In Nd-LSCO, T ?(p) extends up to p ' 0.23 (Fig. 10), and
only then does it drop suddenly to zero at p? = 0.23 [3,4],
slightly (but distinctly) below pc2' 0.27. In LSCO, T ?(p)
follows the very same line as in Nd-LSCO, up to p' 0.16,
but then, in striking contrast, it starts to drop at p= 0.17
and goes to zero at p?' 0.18 (Fig. 17). The differ-
ence between those two materials is seen most clearly
in their normal-state resistivity (measured to low T in
high fields): in Nd-LSCO, ρ(T ) shows a huge upturn at
p= 0.20 and 0.22, for example [3], while in LSCO ρ(T )
remains linear down to T → 0 at p= 0.18 and 0.21 [10]
(see Fig. 5).
This raises a crucial, and largely unexplored question:
what controls the location of p?? And specifically: why
is p? so much higher in Nd-LSCO than in LSCO, when
T ?(p) is otherwise the same (below p' 0.17)? An answer
to these new questions could elucidate the fundamental
nature of the pseudogap phase. A potential ingredient
in the answer is the interesting observation [19] made in
Bi-2212 that the end of the pseudogap phase in the nor-
mal state (above Tc) coincides with the (Lifshitz) tran-
sition that changes the topology of the Fermi surface (in
one of the two CuO2 planes of the bi-layer [58]), from
hole-like below to electron-like above the critical doping
pFS = 0.225 at which the van Hove singularity crosses the
Fermi level [58]. The idea would be that the pseudogap
cannot form on an electron-like Fermi surface. This is
consistent with data on LSCO [59] and Nd-LSCO [5] and,
to our knowledge, no data on any cuprate contradicts this
idea. This scenario requires further investigation.
B. Orders inside the pseudogap phase
In hole-doped cuprates, a number of phases, sometimes
with only short-range order, exist in the underdoped re-
gion of the phase diagram. Here we discuss four of the
main phases that have been detected experimentally.
1. Spin density wave
Long-range commensurate antiferromagnetic (AF) or-
der dies out quickly with increasing p: TN goes to zero
at the critical doping pN = 0.05 in YBCO and pN' 0.02
in LSCO (Fig. 17). Beyond pN, incommensurate spin-
density-wave (SDW) order is observed at low T , with
correlation lengths that vary from rather short to fairly
long amongst the various cuprates. In YBCO, short-
range SDW order is observed up to pSDW' 0.07 in zero
field (purple squares, Fig. 18). It stops when charge-
density-wave (CDW) order starts, at pCDW1 ' 0.08, ev-
idence that the two orders compete (arguably because
their periods do not match [60]). In LSCO, SDW order
extends up to pSDW' 0.13 in zero field (purple squares,
Fig. 19), and it coexists with CDW order, evidence that
the two orders do not compete (arguably because their
periods match [60]). A magnetic field which suppresses
superconductivity enhances SDW order in both YBCO
and LSCO [61]. In LSCO, a field of 15 T pushes the
SDW critical point up to pSDW' 0.15 [62]. Extrapolating
to higher fields, it is conceivable that pSDW = p
?' 0.18
at H =Hc2' 60 T. In other words, when the competing
superconductivity is fully suppressed by a field, SDW
order in LSCO could extend up to p?, i.e. the non-
superconducting ground state of the pseudogap phase
could host SDW order. This is confirmed by µSR stud-
ies on LSCO with Zn impurities used to suppress su-
perconductivity, where magnetism is detected up to p =
0.19± 0.01 [63–65].
This is also established in the case of Nd-LSCO, where
magnetic Bragg peaks are detected by neutron diffrac-
tion [50] up to p= 0.20 and their onset temperature TSDW
and intensity both go to zero at p→ p? = 0.23± 0.01.
In Nd-LSCO, superconductivity is much weaker than in
LSCO and a magnetic field is not needed to help SDW
order win the competition. Hence the magnetic Bragg
peaks do not depend on field [62]. Note, however, that
the magnetism in Nd-LSCO at p= 0.20 may not be fully
static, as it is not detected by µSR [83].
In YBCO, suppressing superconductivity with a large
field does not induce SDW order in the range where
there is CDW order, i.e. between pCDW1 = 0.08 and
pCDW2 = 0.16 [84]. However, adding Zn impurities to sup-
press superconductivity, e.g. at p' 0.12, also suppresses
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Temperature-doping phase diagram of
YBCO showing the Ne´el temperature TN (brown line), the su-
perconducting transition temperature Tc (black line), and the
pseudogap temperature T ? (red line) and critical point p? (red
diamond), all from Figs. 3 and 17. In addition, we show the
charge-density-wave phase (CDW; green), delineated by the
temperature TCDW below which short-range CDW correla-
tions are detected by X-ray diffraction (up triangles [66]; down
triangles [67]). The two green diamonds mark the critical dop-
ings at which the CDW phase begins (pCDW1 = 0.08 [68]) and
ends (pCDW2 = 0.16 [6]) at T = 0 in the absence of supercon-
ductivity, as detected by high-field Hall effect measurements.
TSDW (purple squares) marks the temperature below which
incommensurate short-range spin-density-wave (SDW) corre-
lations are detected by neutron diffraction (in zero field) [69].
Grey symbols mark Tnem, the onset temperature of nematic-
ity, an electronic in-plane anisotropy detected in the resis-
tivity (circles [70,71]), the Nernst coefficient (squares [20,71])
and the spin fluctuation spectrum measured by inelastic neu-
tron scattering (triangles [69]). Tmag (blue circles) is the onset
temperature of intra-unit-cell magnetic order detected by po-
larized neutron diffraction [72–74]. The blue line highlights
the drop in Tmag below p= 0.09.
CDW order, and this nucleates SDW order [85]. In other
words, there is a three-way phase competition. It is then
conceivable that between pCDW2 and p
?, SDW order could
emerge if superconductivity is fully suppressed, as we
have proposed above for LSCO. In YBCO, this would re-
quire fields of order 150 T, the maximal value of Hc2 [86].
In summary, magnetic order (AF or SDW) at low T is
ubiquitous in hole-doped cuprates and it may well exist at
all dopings from p= 0 up to p? when it is not suppressed
by competition from superconductivity or CDW order.
It is therefore an important property of the pseudogap
phase at T → 0 – a second link between pseudogap and
antiferromagnetism (the first being T ?'TN at p→ 0).
Having said this, the pseudogap phase is not simply a
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Temperature-doping phase diagram
of LSCO showing the Ne´el temperature TN (brown line), the
superconducting transition temperature Tc (black line), and
the pseudogap temperature T ? (red line) and critical point p?
(red diamond), all from Figs. 10 and 17. In addition, we show
the charge-density-wave phase (CDW; green), delineated by
the temperature TCDW below which short-range CDW cor-
relations are detected by X-ray diffraction (up triangles [75];
down triangles [76]). The two green diamonds mark the crit-
ical dopings at which the CDW phase begins (pCDW1 = 0.085)
and ends (pCDW2 = 0.15) at T = 0 in the absence of super-
conductivity, as detected by high-field thermopower measure-
ments [77]. TSDW (purple squares) marks the temperature
below which incommensurate short-range SDW order is de-
tected by neutron diffraction [62, 78–81]. The blue circle at
p= 0.085 marks Tmag, the onset temperature of intra-unit-cell
magnetic order, detected by polarized neutron diffraction [82].
phase of SDW order, since TSDWT ? (Figs. 18 and 19).
2. Charge density wave
Twenty years ago, CDW order was first detected in
cuprates by neutron diffraction, in Nd-LSCO and LBCO
at p' 0.12 [89]. Five years later, it was seen via STM in
Bi-2212 [90,91]. Another five years later, CDW order was
first sighted in YBCO via its effect on the Fermi surface,
reconstructed into small electron pockets [68, 88, 92–95],
and then observed directly via NMR [84,96] and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) [97,98]. In addition to YBCO, CDW
order has been observed by XRD in Nd-LSCO [99,100],
Eu-LSCO [101,55], LSCO [75,76], Hg-1201 [102], Bi-
2212 [103], and Bi-2201 [104]. It is typically strongest
at p' 0.12 and confined to a region entirely inside the
pseudogap phase, between two critical dopings: pCDW1
at low doping and pCDW2 at high doping. For the four
materials of particular focus here, all evidence to date
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TABLE I. Critical dopings for the four cuprate materials discussed in this article, measured at low temperature (T → 0). The
pseudogap critical point p? and the beginning and end of the CDW region, at pCDW1 and p
CDW
2 respectively, were measured in
the normal state, reached by suppressing superconductivity with a large magnetic field. The end of the SDW phase, at pSDW,
is given here for zero field. The doping pFS at which the van Hove singularity occurs is determined by ARPES. It is the doping
where the large hole-like Fermi surface of overdoped cuprates undergoes a (Lifshitz) transition to a large electron-like Fermi
surface upon increasing p. All single numbers with two (three) significant digits have an error bar ± 0.01 (± 0.005). When a
doping interval is given, the critical doping is located inside that interval. Information on how the critical dopings were defined
can be found in the associated references.
Material p? pFS pSDW p
CDW
1 p
CDW
2
YBCO 0.195 [6] ? 0.07 [69] 0.08 [68] 0.16 [6]
LSCO 0.18 [11] 0.17 - 0.22 [59,87] 0.13 [62,78] 0.085 [77] 0.15 [77]
Nd-LSCO 0.23 [3] 0.20 - 0.24 [5] 0.24 [50] ? 0.15 - 0.20 [49]
Eu-LSCO 0.24 [88] ? ? 0.09 [88] 0.16 - 0.21 [88]
indicates that pCDW2 is well below p
?, (see Table I and
Figs. 18 and 19). This immediately implies that the
pseudogap phase is not a phase of CDW order, nor is
it a high-temperature precursor of that order. This is
confirmed by the fact that the onset temperature of
CDW order in these same materials is a dome peaked
at p' 0.12, while T ? rises monotonically with decreasing
p (Figs. 18 and 19).
In other cuprates, the location of pCDW2 and p
? is
still not fully established. In Bi-2212, STM studies at
T ' 10 K (below Tc) detect CDW modulations up to
p= 0.17 and a transition from Fermi arcs (with pseu-
dogap) at p= 0.17 to a complete large Fermi surface
(without pseudogap) at p= 0.20 [18]. In other words,
pCDW2 ' p? = 0.185± 0.015. However, normal-state mea-
surements of the pseudogap (above Tc), such as ARPES
and Raman, find p? = 0.22± 0.01 [15,19]. Given this un-
certainty, it seems possible that p?' pCDW2 + 0.03, much
as in YBCO and LSCO (Table I ).
We infer that CDW ordering is a secondary instability
of the pseudogap phase. Two open questions are why it
tends to peak at p' 0.12 and why its onset at T = 0 is
delayed relative to p?.
3. Nematicity
In orthorhombic YBCO, the in-plane resistivity is
anisotropic because the CuO chains that run along the
b axis conduct. But in addition to this chain-related
anisotropy, another anisotropy emerges upon cooling at
low doping [70]. The onset of this additional anisotropy,
which we will call nematicity, is at a temperature
Tnem that runs parallel to T
?, some 100 K below (Fig. 18).
Tnem coincides with the inflexion point in ρa(T ) [71], i.e.
the white line that separates the red and blue regions
in the curvature map of Fig. 6. Not surprisingly, this
anisotropy is also detected in the Nernst coefficient [71].
Close to the Tnem line in the phase diagram at low
doping, an anisotropy develops in the spin fluctuation
spectrum, detected by inelastic neutron scattering as a
splitting in the peak at Q= (pi, pi) that appears for one
direction and not the other [69]. This “spin nematicity”
may be responsible for the transport anisotropy below
Tnem.
Similarly, a “charge nematicity” is observed in the re-
gion of CDW order, at higher doping [71]. Here, the onset
of nematicity occurs at T 'T ? [20]. In other words, at
temperatures above the SDW and CDW orders, there
is a region of enhanced nematic susceptibility, possibly
associated with the precursor fluctuations of these two
orders [105].
There are three problems with equating this nematic
phase with the pseudogap phase. The first is that
Tnem<T
? at p < 0.11. The second is that nematic order
does not open a gap (or a pseudogap). The third is that
nematic order does not cause a change in carrier den-
sity, and so cannot explain the main signature of p?. But
again, nematicity may well be a secondary instability of
the pseudogap phase. Or the pseudogap may cause an
enhanced nematic susceptibility [106].
4. Intra-unit cell magnetic order
In the cuprates YBCO, Hg-1201 and Bi-2212, magnetic
order has been detected by polarized neutron diffrac-
tion, with an onset temperature Tmag that coincides
roughly with T ?. This intra-unit-cell (IUC) order has
a wavevector Q= 0. In Fig. 18, we reproduce the re-
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FIG. 20. (Color online) Schematic phase diagram of cuprates,
showing the antiferromagnetic phase (AF, below the blue
line), the pseudogap phase (PG, below the red line), and the
superconducting dome between pc1 and pc2 (SC, below the
black dotted line). As in Fig. 17, a linear extension of the T ?
line (red) extrapolates to zero at pc2. In the region between
the solid red line and the dashed green line, the normal-state
resistivity ρ(T ) of cuprates is predominantly linear in tem-
perature. This linearity appears below pc2, along with the
superconductivity (see text). At T → 0, it persists down
to p?. Above pc2, ρ∝T 2 at low T , the signature of a Fermi-
liquid-like metallic state (FL). The green dashed line is drawn
to capture the behavior of the linearity of resistivity as ob-
served in LSCO in Fig. 3 of Ref. 10 (the so-called “red foot”
contour plot).
ported values of Tmag for YBCO [72–74]. We see that
in the range 0.09≤ p≤ 0.15, Tmag =T ?, within error
bars. However, at lower doping (p' 0.08), the IUC sig-
nal weakens and it onsets at a significantly lower tem-
perature: Tmag = 170± 20 K [73], while T ? = 280± 20 K
(Figs. 3 and 4). It has been suggested that the weakening
of the IUC magnetic order in YBCO at low p may be due
to a competition with SDW order (or correlations) that
develops below the CDW phase, i.e. at p<pCDW1 = 0.08.
However, the pseudogap does not weaken at p<pCDW1 .
Indeed, T ? is higher in our sample with p= 0.078, clearly
below the CDW region (i.e. with a positive Hall co-
efficient at low T ) [68], than it is in our sample with
p= 0.085, a doping above pCDW1 (Fig. 4).
A similar discrepancy is observed in LSCO
at p= 0.085, where Tmag = 120± 20 K, while
T ? = 185± 20 K (Fig. 19). This weakening at low
p suggests that the IUC magnetic order is more likely
to be a secondary instability of the pseudogap phase,
rather than its primary cause. Note that as in the case
of nematic order, another Q= 0 order, it is difficult to
see how the IUC order can open a gap (or a pseudogap)
and cause a change in carrier density across p?.
C. Superconductivity
Unlike the four phases discussed previously, which are
all confined to the left of p? (and below T ?), the super-
conducting phase extends beyond the pseudogap critical
point. The region of superconductivity in the phase di-
agram of cuprates is always a dome, which starts at pc1
and ends at pc2, at low and high doping, respectively.
And this dome straddles p?, i.e. pc1<p
? and pc2>p
?,
as we saw for YBCO, LSCO and Nd-LSCO (Fig. 17).
The precise value of pc2 may depend on the material,
as does the precise value of p?; in LSCO and Nd-LSCO,
pc2' 0.27, while pc2' 0.31 in Tl-2201 [107] and pc2' 0.43
in Bi-2201 [108].
Coming from high p, superconductivity with an order
parameter of dx2−y2 symmetry emerges out of a Fermi-
liquid-like metallic state, characterized by a single large
coherent hole-like Fermi surface [109], with no pseudogap
and no broken symmetry of any kind. The big question is:
what electron-electron interaction in this simple-looking
state causes the electrons to pair? The phase diagrams in
Fig. 17 may provide some clues. We already pointed out
that a linear extrapolation of the T ?(p) line reaches T = 0
at p' pc2, suggesting that the same interactions which
favour pairing may also be responsible for the pseudogap.
It turns out that pc2 is also the onset of a third manifes-
tation of electron-electron interactions: the appearance
of a linear term in the temperature dependence of the
resistivity ρ(T ), as sketched in Fig. 20. Detailed stud-
ies in overdoped Tl-2201 [110–112] and LSCO [10,113]
reveal that a linear-T term appears in ρ(T ) as soon as
p<pc2, while ρ∝T 2 at p>pc2. This empirical link be-
tween linear-T resistivity and Tc [114] suggests that the
interactions that cause the anomalous inelastic scattering
also cause pairing [115]. A similar link has been observed
in iron-based and organic superconductors [116], materi-
als whose phase diagrams consist of an antiferromagnetic
quantum critical point (QCP) surrounded by a dome of
superconductivity. In both cases, the scattering and the
pairing are attributed to antiferromagnetic spin fluctua-
tions.
In summary, three fundamental phenomena of cuprates
emerge together below pc2: superconductivity, pseudo-
gap and anomalous scattering. (Strictly speaking, the
pseudogap opens slightly below pc2, at p
?, but in some
cases, such as Nd-LSCO and Bi-2201, the separation
is small: p? = 0.23 vs pc2' 0.27 [2], and p? = 0.38 vs
pc2' 0.43 [17,108], respectively.) Fig. 20 suggests an-
other way to summarize the situation. The two funda-
mental phases of cuprates – superconductivity and pseu-
dogap – are both instabilities of a normal state that
is characterized by a linear-T resistivity. Given that a
linear-T resistivity is generally observed on the border
of antiferromagnetic order and attributed to scattering
by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, it is tempting to
associate both the pseudogap and the d-wave supercon-
ductivity in cuprates to antiferromagnetic correlations
(perhaps short-ranged). In this scenario, the fact that
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Tc falls at low p while T
? continues to rise (Fig. 17)
is attributed to the competition suffered by the super-
conducting phase from the full sequence of other phases
(Figs. 18 and 19): first, the pseudogap phase below p?,
then the CDW, SDW and AF orders below pCDW2 , pSDW
and pN, respectively.
VII. SUMMARY
We have shown how the quasiparticle and supercon-
ducting contributions to the Nernst effect in cuprates can
be disentangled. We observe that the latter contribu-
tion is only significant in a narrow region of temperature
above Tc, which extends up to roughly 1.5 Tc, much as
the region of paraconductivity observed in the resistiv-
ity. We showed how the quasiparticle Nernst signal can
be used to detect the onset of the pseudogap phase, at a
temperature Tν . In YBCO, LSCO and Nd-LSCO, we find
that Tν =Tρ, the temperature below which the resistivity
deviates from its linear-T dependence at high tempera-
ture, a standard signature of the pseudogap temperature
T ?, consistent with ARPES measurements of the pseu-
dogap. The advantage of using Nernst over resistivity is
its much greater sensitivity to T ?. By comparing Nernst
data in three La2CuO4-based cuprates (LSCO, Nd-LSCO
and Eu-LSCO), we find that they have the same T ?(p)
line (up to p' 0.17), independent of their different struc-
tures and structural transitions.
We arrive at the temperature-doping phase diagram of
two major families of cuprates, YBCO and LSCO, which
reveal some qualitative similarities and quantitative dif-
ferences. Qualitatively, T ?(p) decreases monotonically
with p in both families, along a line that stretches be-
tween TN at p= 0, where TN is the Ne´el temperature for
the onset of long-range commensurate antiferromagnetic
order in the Mott insulator, and pc2 at T = 0, where pc2 is
the end point of the superconducting dome at high dop-
ing. These empirical links suggest that the pseudogap
phase is related to antiferromagnetism and that pseudo-
gap and pairing arise from the same interactions.
Quantitatively, we find that T ?(p) is 1.5 times larger
in YBCO than in LSCO, as is TN(0). We also find that
although T ? is the same in LSCO and Nd-LSCO, the crit-
ical doping at which the pseudogap phase ends abruptly
is much lower in LSCO, where p?' 0.18, than in Nd-
LSCO, where p? = 0.23. A possible explanation for this
significant difference is the constraint that the pseudogap
can only open once the Fermi surface has undergone its
Lifshitz transition through the van Hove singularity, from
a large electron-like surface above pFS to a large hole-like
surface below pFS, i.e. the constraint that p
?≤ pFS.
We briefly discussed four phases that occur inside
the pseudogap phase, namely spin density wave (SDW),
charge density wave (CDW), nematicity, and intra-unit-
cell magnetic order. We conclude that all four are likely
to be secondary instabilities of the pseudogap phase, as
opposed to its driving mechanism or origin.
Finally, we show that the three primary phenomena
of cuprates – the pseudogap, the d-wave superconduc-
tivity and the anomalous metallic behaviour (linear-
T resistivity) – are found to all emerge together, be-
low pc2. In analogy with other families of materials –
such as iron-based, heavy-fermion and organic super-
conductors – where linear-T resistivity and supercon-
ductivity are observed on the border of antiferromag-
netism, we suggest that antiferromagnetic spin fluctu-
ations / correlations may play a common underlying role
in these three phenomena.
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IX. APPENDIX
Nernst signal from superconducting fluctuations
In this Article, our main focus is on the quasiparticle
Nernst signal and how it can be used to detect the on-
set of the pseudogap phase. We only discussed briefly
how that signal can be disentangled from the supercon-
ducting Nernst signal. In this Appendix, we provide fur-
ther information on the superconducting Nernst signal in
cuprates. We focus on the field dependence of ν as a way
to isolate νqp in YBCO and LSCO. We end by analyzing
how prior interpretations of the Nernst effect in cuprates
led to the mistaken notion that essentially all the Nernst
signal above Tc is due to superconducting fluctuations.
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A. Gaussian fluctuations
Recent Nernst measurements in the electron-doped
cuprate PCCO have been used to show that a Gaussian
theory of superconducting fluctuations can account qual-
itatively and quantitatively for the observed supercon-
ducting signal Nsc [117]. Because Hc2 is very small in
PCCO (at most 10 T), one can fully suppress supercon-
ducting fluctuations by applying a field H ' 15 T. This
enables one to directly obtain Nqp, which can then be
subtracted from N to get Nsc, and compare this Nsc to
theory [118–120].
The authors find no difference in the nature of the
superconducting fluctuations on the underdoped side of
the Tc dome relative to the overdoped side [117]. This
shows that the decrease of Tc at low doping is not due to a
growth of phase fluctuations, as originally proposed [121].
Rather, the drop in Tc below optimal doping is associated
with the critical point where the Fermi surface of PCCO
undergoes a reconstruction [122].
A similar study was performed in the hole-doped
cuprate Eu-LSCO, in the underdoped regime [27]. The
Nernst signal Nsc is here also found to agree with Gaus-
sian theory, as in more conventional superconductors,
such as NbSi [123].
We note, however, that spectroscopic studies of
ARPES [124,125] and STM [126,127] (see section IX C 4)
show a superconducting gap persisting well above Tc – a
fact that is hard to reconcile with Gaussian (amplitude)
fluctuations.
The quantitative question of how far in temperature
(or in magnetic field) superconducting fluctuations ex-
tend above Tc (or above Hc2) is in some sense mean-
ingless, for it clearly depends on the sensitivity of the
probe. In NbSi, for example, a superconducting Nernst
signal was detected up to 30Tc and 5Hc2 [123]. Never-
theless, because the extent of the fluctuation regime in
cuprate superconductors has been the subject of much
debate, we further explore that question in the following
sections. We emphasize that in this article no assumption
is made about the nature of the SC fluctuations above Tc
nor is any use made of Gaussian theory. Readers inter-
ested in learning whether Gaussian theory can describe
the SC fluctuations measured in cuprates are referred to
Refs. 117 and 27.
B. Field dependence and TB
In YBCO, the separation of quasiparticle and super-
conducting contributions is straightforward because the
former is negative (below T ?) and the latter is positive.
In Fig. 2, the minimum in ν /T vs T at Tmin provides
an immediate measure of the temperature below which
the superconducting signal becomes important. A plot
of Tmin vs p on the phase diagram reveals that the re-
gion of significant superconducting fluctuations closely
tracks Tc, with Tmin' 1.4Tc (Fig. 3). The same conclu-
sion is reached by looking at the paraconductivity in the
resistivity, as seen in the curvature map of Fig. 6. This
proves the essential point, that the pseudogap phase is
not a phase of precursor superconductivity. There is no
evidence from Nernst data that short-lived Cooper pairs
start to form at T ?.
The limitation is that Tmin cannot be defined for a
cuprate with νqp> 0, like LSCO. We therefore turn to
another, more general criterion, based on the field de-
pendence of ν. Indeed, because νsc always decreases with
increasing H, we can say that when ν is independent of
field, then νsc is negligible compared to νqp. We define TB
to be the temperature above which ν no longer decreases
with H.
1. YBCO
Fig. 21 shows ν /T vs H for YBCO at doping p= 0.12
at different temperatures above Tc(0) = 66 K. Note that
the value of ν /T at the maximum field (15 T) is sub-
tracted from the isotherms to remove most of the quasi-
particle contribution. Let us first examine the a-axis data
(panel (a)). For T < 90 K, the field is seen to suppress ν,
as expected. For T > 90 K, however, there is negligible
field dependence. Using the lack of a detectable field
dependence to define TB, we get TB = 95± 5 K, in agree-
ment with Tmin = 90± 5 K in that sample (Fig. 3).
In panel (b) of Fig. 21, we show the b-axis isotherms
in YBCO at p= 0.12. At T = 70 K (pale blue curve) and
T = 75 K (black curve), we see clearly that the field sup-
presses the superconducting signal. But it also causes
a positive rise in ν, thereby producing a minimum in ν
vs H. We attribute this positive “magneto-resistance”,
which grows as H2 (or as H3 if plotted as N vs H), to
the quasiparticle component of the Nernst signal [117].
(All odd (even) powers of H are allowed by symmetry
in N(ν).) The H2 dependence is best seen at T = 90 K
(green curve), where ν /T vs H is perfectly described
by a quadratic fit (dashed line in Fig. 21). (It is pos-
sible that the same H2 contribution is in fact present
in the a-axis data, but with a much reduced magnitude,
perhaps in proportion with the ten-time smaller quasi-
particle signal [20].) At low H, a superconducting sig-
nal is seen above the H2 background (dashed line) at
T = 80 K, for example. For the b-axis isotherms, we de-
fine TB to be the temperature above which ν(H) is purely
quadratic, giving TB = 90± 5 K for this doping, in agree-
ment, within error bars, with the value obtained from the
a-axis isotherms.
In summary, we find that Tmin'TB = (1.4±0.05) Tc at
p= 0.12, as also found at other nearby dopings (Fig. 3).
Note that this is consistent with the onset of paracon-
ductivity in the DC resistivity (Fig. 6) and microwave
conductivity (see sec. IX C 3).
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FIG. 21. (Color online) Nernst coefficient of YBCO at doping
p= 0.12 with thermal gradient applied along the a axis (panel
(a)) and b axis (panel (b)), plotted as ν /T (H)− ν /T (15 T),
versus magnetic field, at various temperatures as indicated.
In (a), the isotherms above Tc(0) = 66 K show a field-induced
suppression, for T < TB = 95± 5 K. Above TB, the field de-
pendence of ν is negligible. We use TB as a second criterion to
define the onset of superconducting fluctuations, in addition
to Tmin. In (b), isotherms immediately above Tc(0) (70 K and
75 K) also show a field-induced suppression of the supercon-
ducting signal. Isotherms far above Tc (90 K and 106 K) show
a field-induced growth of ν(H), proportional to H2 (dashed
lines), due to a “magneto-resistance” in the quasiparticle con-
tribution to the Nernst signal (see text). At low H, a super-
conducting signal is seen above the H2 background (dashed
line) at T = 80 K, for example. The temperature above which
ν(H) is purely quadratic is TB = 90± 5 K.
2. LSCO
In order to delineate the region of significant super-
conducting fluctuations in LSCO, we can use paracon-
ductivity, as was done for YBCO. In Fig. 16, we see
that the onset of paraconductivity in LSCO occurs at
a temperature Tpara between 50 K and 65 K, in the range
0.08<p< 0.20 [12]. (Note that the weak p dependence
of Tpara may come from some inhomogeneity in doping,
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Field dependence of the Nernst coef-
ficient in LSCO at doping x= p= 0.07 ((a); Tc = 11 K), 0.10
((b); Tc = 28 K) and 0.12 ((c); Tc = 29 K) at various temper-
atures above Tc (color-coded legend). These curves show
that above a certain temperature, defined as TB, the Nernst
coefficient (ν≡N /H) is essentially field-independent. The
strong field dependence associated with superconducting fluc-
tuations gone, the quasiparticle field-independent contribu-
tion dominates the signal. We find TB = 40± 10, 50± 10 and
50± 10 K for x= 0.07, 0.10 and 0.12, respectively. These TB
values are plotted on the curvature map of Fig. 16 and are
seen to fall on the boundary of the paraconductivity region.
Data at p= 0.07 and 0.12 are taken from Ref. [26], at p= 0.10
from Ref. [42].
whereby parts of all samples have some optimally-doped
regions, where Tc is highest.) At optimal doping, where
Tc = 40 K, Tpara' 65 K, so that Tpara' 1.6Tc.
It is harder to disentangle superconducting and quasi-
particle contributions to the Nernst signal in LSCO-
based materials because unlike YBCO the quasiparticle
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FIG. 23. (Color online) (a) Nernst coefficient ν of Nd-LSCO (red circles) and LSCO (black squares) at p= 0.15 versus
temperature, measured with H = 9 T. At high T , there is good agreement between the two data sets (see also Fig. 9), until
the superconducting fluctuations in LSCO start to grow, below ∼ 50 K. This difference (cross-hatched region) is attributable
to their different Tc (37 K for LSCO and 12 K for Nd-LSCO) and can be seen as the superconducting fluctuations contribution
for LSCO. (b) Difference between ν of LSCO and Nd-LSCO (cross-hatched region of panel (a)), plotted as ∆ν /T , normalized
at maximum value, versus normalized temperature T/Tc (where Tc is the Tc of LSCO). Subtracting Nd-LSCO from LSCO has
the effect of taking away the quasiparticle contribution and revealing the superconducting contribution to the Nernst signal in
LSCO. This superconducting contribution is seen to decrease rapidly with increasing temperature, vanishing around 1.35Tc (see
inset). The data are from Ref. [43].
contribution also rises positively with decreasing temper-
ature, so there is no equivalent of Tmin. We therefore use
the lack of a detectable field dependence to define TB,
as our criterion for the onset of superconducting fluctua-
tions. Fig. 22 shows ν as a function of magnetic field H
for LSCO at three dopings (0.07, 0.10 et 0.12), at T >Tc.
We can extract TB from these curves as the temperature
above which the isotherms are flat: TB = 40± 10, 50± 10
and 50± 10 K for x= 0.07, 0.10 et 0.12, respectively. We
note that the available data is limited to ≈ 10 T and it
would be interesting to see if this linearity can be tracked
at higher fields. TB is then plotted as a function of dop-
ing on the curvature map of LSCO (Fig. 16). It is seen to
fall more or less on the boundary of the paraconductivity
region (blue band above Tc), i.e. TB'Tpara.
3. Comparing LSCO to Nd-LSCO
Another approach for disentangling νsc and νqp in
LSCO is to compare with Nd-LSCO, its lower-Tc coun-
terpart, at the same doping. As seen in Fig. 23(a), at
high temperature ν(T ) is essentially identical in LSCO
and Nd-LSCO, and it is not due to superconducting fluc-
tuations. Therefore, comparing the two materials should
reveal the onset of a detectable superconducting contri-
bution in LSCO, since its Tc is higher than in Nd-LSCO.
Fig. 23(a) compares LSCO and Nd-LSCO at p= 0.15,
using data from Ref. [43], where Tc = 37 K and 12 K, re-
spectively. Down to 50 K or so, the data are nearly iden-
tical, even through the LTT structural transition of Nd-
LSCO (at 70 K). Below 50 K, the two curves deviate, with
the LSCO curve showing a pronounced superconducting
peak. This difference between the two curves (shaded
region in Fig. 23(a)) can be seen as the superconduct-
ing contribution of LSCO. Fig. 23(b) plots this difference
∆ν between the two data sets (normalized at maximum
value) vs T /Tc, with Tc = 37 K (in LSCO). In the inset,
a zoom shows that the difference becomes non-zero be-
low ∼ 1.4Tc. This puts a reasonable upper bound on a
detectable superconducting Nernst signal in LSCO.
We conclude that the regime of significant supercon-
ducting fluctuations in LSCO extends up to 1.5± 0.1Tc,
with the error bar covering the various criteria (para-
conductivity in the resistivity, field independence in the
Nernst signal, comparison to Nd-LSCO).
C. Other probes and materials
1. Nernst effect in Bi-2201 and Hg-1201
In this Article on the Nernst effect in cuprates, we have
focused on YBCO and LSCO (as well as Nd-LSCO and
Eu-LSCO). Now, studies of the Nernst effect have also
been carried out on other cuprates, such as Bi-2212 and
Bi-2201. They lead to the same basic finding that the
regime of SC fluctuations tracks Tc and ends well be-
low the pseudogap temperature T ?. In Fig. 24, we plot
the temperature T onset below which the Nernst signal
in Bi-2201 becomes detectable in the data of ref. 128.
Note that T onset is necessarily an upper bound on the
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FIG. 24. Temperature-doping phase diagram of Bi-2201 as a
function of La doping x, showing TN (brown line), Tc (black
line), and T ? detected by NMR (dashed red line) (from [17]).
Blue diamonds mark the onset of a finite Nernst signal (T onset;
[128]), attributed to SC fluctuations. T onset of Bi-2201 doped
with Eu is also plotted for comparison (T onset open blue di-
amonds; [128]). Also shown is the onset temperature for SC
fluctuations in Bi-2201 detected by torque magnetometry near
optimal doping (blue circle; [129,130]).
regime of SC fluctuations. Looking closely at the data
across the doping range, one finds no trace of any sig-
nal above 70 K. As discussed below (sec. IX C 2), this
value is consistent with the upper limit on detectable SC
fluctuations in torque magnetometry data on Bi-2201.
What is clear from Fig. 24 is that T onset in Bi-2201 is
flat vs doping, with T onset ' 65 K across the phase dia-
gram, whereas T ? rises with underdoping, to values as
high as T ? ' 250 K at low doping. This is therefore very
similar to the phase diagram of LSCO shown in Fig. 26.
Both LSCO and Bi-2201 lead us to the same conclusion as
reached for YBCO: the regime of SC fluctuations tracks
Tc, and it lies well below the pseudogap temperature T
?.
As for YBCO, Nernst measurements on Hg-1201 have
the advantage of a negative quasiparticle signal, so that
the onset of SC fluctuations can immediately be detected
as a minimum occurring at Tmin. For a sample with
Tc = 65 K, Tmin = 100± 5 K [21]. In Fig. 25, we show how
this compares to the Tmin values in YBCO, where for the
same Tc one gets Tmin = 90± 5 K (Fig. 3).
2. Torque magnetometry
In this Article, we have seen that the resistivity and the
Nernst coefficient can both be used to detect the onset
of SC fluctuations above Tc. Magnetization is another
probe of such fluctuations, and torque magnetometry
measurements have been carried out on several cuprates.
Detailed high-sensitivity torque measurements of three
different cuprates [129,130] reveal that SC fluctuations
can no longer be detected above T = 45± 5 K in LSCO
at p= 0.125 (in good agreement with TB = 50± 10 K; see
Fig. 26), T = 60± 5 K in Bi-2201 at optimal doping (in
good agreement with T onset' 65 K; see Fig. 24), and
T = 100± 5 K in underdoped Hg-1201 (in good agreement
with Tmin = 100 K; see Fig. 25).
3. Microwave and THz conductivity
SC fluctuations can also be detected via measurements
at microwave and THz frequencies. In a seminal study
using microwave measurements, Corson and co-workers
detected SC fluctuations in an underdoped sample of Bi-
2212 with Tc = 74 K up to at most T = 100 K [131]. As
shown in Fig. 25, this upper limit for the fluctuation
regime in Bi-2212 agrees perfectly with Tmin = 100± 10 K
measured in YBCO for the same value of Tc. More recent
microwave measurements on YBCO itself [132] confirm
the excellent agreement with Tmin (Fig. 25).
Measurements on LSCO at THz frequencies find that
the regime of SC fluctuations tracks Tc closely, as dis-
played in Fig. 26, in excellent agreement with the torque
magnetization and with TB from the Nernst effect.
4. ARPES and STM
Although some ARPES studies (e.g. [133]) find that
the superconducting gap closes at Tc, other studies find
a superconducting gap persisting above Tc. For example,
Reber and co-workers argue that in underdoped Bi-2212
such a gap extrapolates to zero only at T = 1.4 Tc [124],
an observation confirmed by a recent high-resolution
laser-ARPES study [125]. This is roughly consistent with
the microwave data mentioned in the previous section.
STM studies on Bi-2212 also find superconductivity
persisting above Tc [126], in one case [127] up to tem-
peratures much higher than the limit imposed by the
ARPES and microwave data.
D. The Princeton interpretation
Following the seminal work of the Princeton group in
the period 2000 - 2006 [26,40,42,44,135,136], the Nernst
effect in cuprates has been widely attributed to supercon-
ducting fluctuations, and in the underdoped regime those
have been mostly interpreted as phase fluctuations, de-
tectable in some cases up to ∼ 5Tc. This has been viewed
as evidence that short-lived Cooper pairs without phase
coherence form at temperatures well above Tc. In this
Article, we have argued that the superconducting Nernst
signal does not, in fact, extend very far above Tc, becom-
ing negligible above ∼ 1.5Tc. Moreover, recent studies
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FIG. 25. Temperature-doping phase diagram of YBCO, show-
ing the pseudogap temperature T ? (dashed blue line) and the
onset of SC fluctuations detected in the Nernst signal (Tmin,
blue diamonds; from Fig. 3) and in the microwave conduc-
tivity (blue square; from [132]). In addition, the onset tem-
perature for SC fluctuations in Bi-2212 (green) and Hg-1201
(red) is also displayed, for samples with a Tc value given by
the solid black line, from Nernst (red diamond, Tmin; [21]),
microwave (green square; [131]) and magnetization (red cir-
cle; [129,130]) data. Three different measurements on three
different cuprates are seen to yield a very similar regime of
SC fluctuations, close to Tc and well below T
?.
suggest that even in the underdoped regime these fluc-
tuations are not phase fluctuations, but rather Gaussian
fluctuations of both the amplitude and the phase of the
order parameter [27,117]. (Phase fluctuations may ap-
pear at very low doping.)
In this section, we examine the analysis performed by
the Princeton group to understand why their interpreta-
tion is different from our own. We emphasize that the
data themselves are perfectly consistent amongst the var-
ious groups, so that the disagreement is on the analysis
and interpretation only. This discussion will focus on
LSCO data.
A first difference in the analysis lies in the definition
of the onset temperature. The Princeton group defines
the onset of the low-temperature rise in the Nernst signal
of LSCO (and other cuprates) as the temperature T onset
below which ν(T ) (rather than ν(T ) /T ) starts to rise
upon cooling. In general, this T onset is not equal to our
Tν (defined as the temperature below which ν /T starts
to rise). For example, data on LSCO at p= 0.15, plotted
as ν vs T in Fig. 23(a), yield T onset' 100 K, while we get
Tν = 120± 10 K from the same data plotted as ν /T vs T
(Fig. 13).
As shown in Fig. 26, a plot of T onset vs p (T onset1 , open
squares [42]) yields a line that is qualitatively similar to
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FIG. 26. Temperature-doping phase diagram of LSCO from
the Princeton group (grey). The early version of their phase
diagram [42] plots an onset temperature, labelled T onset1 (grey
squares), defined as the temperature below which ν(T ) starts
to rise upon cooling. In a later version of their phase dia-
gram [26,44], they plot a revised onset temperature, which we
label T onset2 (grey diamonds). For p ≥ 0.10, T onset2 ≡ T onset1 ;
for p< 0.10, T onset2 is the temperature below which ν+µS
starts to rise upon cooling, where µ is the mobility and S the
Seebeck coefficient (see text). For comparison, we also plot
the Tν values reported here for LSCO (black squares, Fig. 10),
i.e. the pseudogap temperature T ? defined as the deviation
from linearity in ν /T vs T (Fig. 15). In red, we show the
various signatures of superconductivity: Tc (solid line); TB
(open diamonds, Fig. 16); Tpara, the onset of paraconductiv-
ity (dashed line, Fig. 16); the onset of superconducting fluctu-
ations probed by terahertz spectroscopy (pink shading [134])
and by torque magnetization (red circle [129,130]).
the Tν line in Fig. 10full squares in Fig. 26), but slightly
lower. Although the difference is not huge, it is never-
theless significant, and adopting the correct definition is
important to arrive at a meaningful onset temperature.
For the same reason that one should plot C /T , κ /T
and S /T when analyzing the specific heat C, thermal
conductivity κ and thermopower S of a metal, one should
plot ν /T rather than ν when analyzing the Nernst co-
efficient (see Eq. 2). Because the laws of thermodynam-
ics require that all four quantities (C, κ, S and ν) go
to zero as T → 0, the negative ν observed at high T in
LSCO (Fig. 23(a)) must inevitably rise upon cooling, but
this rise may not reflect any change in the electronic be-
haviour. This point is illustrated by the data on Nd-
LSCO at p= 0.24 (Fig. 11), which show a monotonic de-
crease of ν /T vs T as T → 0. There is no upturn and
so Tν = 0. The absence of a pseudogap temperature (or
any other characteristic temperature) is confirmed by the
fact that the resistivity is featureless and perfectly linear
below 50 K (Fig. 5(d)). By contrast, if we were to plot
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ν vs T instead, we would necessarily obtain T onset> 0,
suggesting that there is a meaningful crossover, in contra-
diction with the featureless ρ(T ). Furthermore, the good
agreement between Tν and Tρ for both YBCO (Fig. 3)
and Nd-LSCO (Fig. 10) validates the use of ν /T to de-
fine the onset of the change in ν(T ) at high temperature.
Beyond the issue of the correct definition (whether
Tν or T
onset), the real question is what causes ν to
initially rise upon cooling below T onset? We attribute
the initial rise in ν(T ) = νqp(T ) + νsc(T ) (coming down
from high temperature) to a change in the quasiparticle
component νqp(T ), while the Princeton group attributes
this rise to a growth in the superconducting component
νsc(T ). In 2000, this was their interpretation for all dop-
ings [42], down to x= 0.05, their lowest doping (Fig. 26).
In 2001, they realized that this interpretation is in-
correct at low doping [44], by examining the behavior
of ν+µS, where µ= tan θH /H is the mobility and S is
the Seebeck coefficient. At x= 0.05, they recognized that
the initial rise in ν(T ) from high temperature, reaching
+40 nV / KT at T = 60 K is in fact due to an increase
in the quasiparticle term νqp(T ). Only below 40 K is
there an additional rise coming from superconducting
fluctuations. They therefore revised the estimated tem-
perature for the onset of superconducting fluctuations
from T onset1 = 150 K [42] down to T
onset
2 = 40 K [44] (see
Fig. 26). However, the Princeton group adopted the view
that such a revision was only needed for x< 0.10, argu-
ing that any rise in νqp(T ) is negligible for x≥ 0.10. This
is where we disagree. At x= 0.10, ν(T ) also rises up
to +40 nV / KT at T = 60 K [42], a rise that is very
similar to the above-mentioned rise seen at x= 0.05.
Why, then, would the rise in ν(T ) at x= 0.10 not also
come from νqp(T )? A rough estimate of νqp can be
obtained by looking at µS [22]. The Princeton data
shows that µS at T = 60 K is actually larger at x= 0.10,
not smaller. Indeed, µS' 90 nV / KT (Fig. 3a, ref. 42),
while µS' 60 nV / KT at x= 0.05 (Fig. 3b, ref. 44).
Moreover, the measured ν(60 K) is comparable, namely
ν= 40 nV / KT at both dopings x= 0.05 and x= 0.10.
There numbers show clearly that there is no reason to
assume that νqp can be neglected at x= 0.10.
We see that in LSCO, just as in Eu-LSCO (see Fig. 8c)
and Nd-LSCO (see Fig. 9), the initial rise in ν(T ), below
T onset, is in fact due to νqp, and the rise in νsc only starts
at much lower temperature.
Not surprisingly, the fact of using different criteria
for T onset for dopings above and below p= 0.10 causes
a sharp change in T onset at that doping, producing an
artifical peak at p= 0.10 (see T onset2 ; grey diamonds in
Fig. 26). The resulting T onset line has no clear relation
to the real onset of superconducting fluctuations. For ex-
ample, the peak value, at p= 0.10, is T onset = 125± 10 K,
whereas at that doping the onset of paraconductivity oc-
curs at Tpara' 60 K (Fig. 16) and the onset of field depen-
dence in ν(T ) occurs at TB = 50± 10 K (Fig. 22). More-
over, the onset of superconducting fluctuations detected
in both THz conductivity (sec. IX C 3) and torque mag-
netization (sec. IX C 2) is 45± 5 K (Fig. 26).
In summary, the widely used Nernst phase diagram of
T onset2 vs p in LSCO (Fig. 26) does not correspond to the
region of superconducting fluctuations in LSCO.
The Princeton group has also used torque magnetom-
etry as a separate way to detect superconducting fluctu-
ations above Tc [137]. They define an onset temperature
of diamagnetism (from superconducting fluctuations),
TMonset, as the temperature below which the magnetiza-
tion (or susceptibility) deviates downwards, towards neg-
ative values, from a positive paramagnetic background
presumed to have a linear temperature dependence. The
values of TMonset they extract as a function of doping agree
with the T onset2 vs p in Fig. 26. They argue that this re-
inforces their interpretation of T onset2 as being the onset
of superconducting fluctuations above Tc in the phase
diagram [137].
The assumption of a linear-in-temperature magnetiza-
tion background has been questioned [138,129,130]. In
particular, it neglects the effect of the pseudogap phase
on the paramagnetic susceptibility [138]. (To attribute
a downward drop in the susceptibility from its linear-T
dependence at high T to diamagnetism is a bit like at-
tributing the downward drop in the resistivity of YBCO
from its linear-T dependence at Tρ (Fig. 5(a)) to para-
conductivity.) To properly identify the diamagnetism
that comes from superconductivity, Yu and coworkers
[129,130] used its non-linear field dependence (and the
emergence of higher harmonics in its angular depen-
dence). This is similar to our definition of TB from the
Nernst signal. With this criterion, Yu et al. find that
superconducting fluctuations are significant (in the mag-
netization signal) only in a narrow temperature region
above the superconducting dome, up to at most ∼ 1.5Tc,
in LSCO, Bi-2201 and Hg-1201 [129,130]. This narrow
regime of SC fluctuations, much narrower than that re-
ported by the Princeton group, is consistent with sev-
eral probes (TB from Nernst, paraconductivity from DC
resistivity, microwave and THz conductivity) applied to
several cuprates (YBCO, LSCO, Bi-2201, Bi-2212, Hg-
1201), as shown in Figs. 24, 25 and 26.
Note that the field and temperature dependence of
the magnetization data by the Princeton group can be
explained in terms of a Gaussian Ginzburg-Landau ap-
proach [139]. The theory of Gaussian superconducting
fluctuations was also shown to provide a valid quanti-
tative description of diamagnetism data in YBCO [140].
We conclude that the scenario of strong phase fluctu-
ations in underdoped cuprates is neither supported by
Nernst data nor by magnetization data, except perhaps
close to p= pc1' 0.05.
E. Summary
To summarize this Appendix, several different mea-
surements and properties, including the Nernst effect,
paraconductivity, magnetization, terahertz spectroscopy,
24
and microwave conductivity – applied to a variety of ma-
terials, including YBCO, LSCO, Bi-2201, Bi-2212, Hg-
1201 – point to the same conclusion: significant super-
conducting fluctuations are present in cuprates only in a
temperature interval close to Tc, and well below T
?.
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